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O 1+111'} (L *1This is the first issue of he ‘P Earth, what we hope
will eventually be a magazine including not only
libertarian ‘news and views‘, but articles of general
interest on widely differing subjects, cartoons and
poetry.

Basically the aim of tais issue is to interest people
in the idea of this sort of magazine and to gather torether
a group of comrades, each prepared to take a share in
wrlti" and printing it, in any caoacity they can, and
withi eas on what the ultimate aims of the paper should
be. fie apologise for what may seei a lack of original
material; our excuse is the seneral lack of stadegt
participation is anytging but acadeaic work after the
beginning of the sumaer term, -~' the fact that tais
issue has been edited an; prin virtually singlehandei.
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fie hope that the next issue {in 2 to 3 weeks; will contain
articles from anarchists all over the country, as well
as plenty of contributions fro; people in tle university
ans college — and more illustrations with luck.

If you are interested in helping in any way with Mother
Earth please conaact Marion LcCartney c/o Libertarian
Socialist Society pigezn hole or at 21d Pearson ive.
alternatively you can coge and see us at the Libertarian
Bookstall which we wigl be running every week in the
Union.
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"One had to cram all this stuff into one's mind,
whether one liked it or not. This coercion had such a
deterring effect that after I had passed the final exam-
ination I found the consideration of any scientific
problems distasteful to me for an entire year.... It is
in fact nothing short of a miracle that the modern
methods of instruction have not yet entirely strangled
the holy curiosity of inquiry; for this delicate little
plant, aside from stimulation, stands mainly in need of
freedom; without this it goes to wrack and ruin without
fail. It is a very grave mistake to think that the
enjoyment of seeing and searching can be promoted by
means of coercion and a sense of duty. To the contrary,
I believe that it would be possible to rob even a health
y beast of its voraciousness, if it were possible, with
the aid of a whip, to force the beast to devour contin-
uously, even when not hungry - especially if the food
handed out under such coercion, were tobe selected

a°°°rdl“gly'" ALBELT EINSTEIN
Gnce a student has registered for a degree course he

submits, for the most part, to studying what other
people see fit for him to study. And in case the student
should attempt to assert his autonomy by straying away
from the curriculum, and concentrating exclusively upon
aspects of the curriculum sat interest him, the
authorities have powerful sanctions with which to bring
him to heel. Exam"' tions covering the whole course
ensure that th student keeps to the letter of the
curriculum. and essays- time—consu;ing and difficult
because they are forced upon the student, rather than
arising from his personal choice and enthusiasm- occupy
most of his tine. In.fact a lot of tine is wasted, spent
in apathetic dejection, trying to avoid doing what one
is compelled to dc. Whatever spare time the student may
possess is soured and overclouded by the thought of all
his academic obligations. The student has just about
enough time to appreciated what he would like to study,
but he has the frustration of hardly ever being able to
pursue these natters to their logical conclusion due to
lack of free tine. If a student is required tr study
four, and perhaps even more, branches of his course
simultaneously, this see s to delimit the attention he
he can give to any one of these branches. The result is
superficiality. Superficiality is not necessarily to be
condemned, provided that one‘s approach has been freely
chosen. The complaint that I have against the notion of
an enforced curriculum and degree course is that one has
to read superficially willy-nilly. Not only is the
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approach superficial but the content is pre-ordained and
selected by someone other than oneself. Admittedly there
is a certain amount of choice of topics after the first
and second year, but the choice is relatively limited,
and the the content one's chosen topics is decided,
to a large extent by he person who gives the lectures
sets the essays and exams. This means that the student

is largely denied the excitement of personal discovery

O
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which is so essential to any real learning and enthusiasm
It seens that under the present system of schools and

Hi her Education; nobody is going to do an real learninI .1 b 0
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until.they become free people-— free to study what they like, when
they like and how they like, with nobody breathing down their neck
hounding them with absurd essays and exams. It is significant that
there are so many people willing to testify that they only began
to do any serious worh after they left the institution. No doubt
people doing research at University would attest that they have
greatly benefitted from no longer having the thought of exams
hanging over their heads and no longer having to do essays enfcced
by other people. Once liberated from a "predetermined, pinched,
examinati0n—harried course of instruction" the individual is free
to go at his own pace, set his own standards, and achieve his own
goals. This will not lead to a slack time, quite the reverse, self-
imposed standards are notoriously high and yet they are nuch
easier to fulfil because one has the consolation of being a free
man, with no—one to denigrate you if you fall short (except your~
self). Freedom is such an essential ingredient for human beings
that without it they can never fulfil their best potential,they
become distraught, neurotic, apathetic,and, just like the lion
pacing up and down in his cage, they are lesser people. i

One educationalist who has correctly diagnosed the need for
freedom and acted accordingly is A S Neill. He realises that play
is an essential ingredient for a child, and that the child should
be free to play as much as he wants. when asked whether he believed
in homework, he replied "I don't even believe in school lessons un
less they are voluntarily chosen. The homework habit is dis-
graceful. Children loathe homework, and that is enough to con-
demn it." Considering the similarity between University and
most schools--once one has decided to attend University one is
forced to do essays, exams, attend lectures, tutorials, and
study a predetermined course just like at most schools- it is
surprising, perhaps, that no-one has applied the insight of A S
Neill to Universities.

Of course the University is a more flexible institution than
most schools, and allows the student a certain amount of freedom.
Nevertheless it is central to ny argument, and no-one can gainsay
that the University is basically a coercive institution. Let us
imagine that an enlightened body of people set up a University
along the lines of A S Heill's 'Sunnerhill'. The studentwould be
informed, on first arriving, that there are no degrees or fornal
qualifications to be obtained. This would cut out the large
number of people who ehter University merely to obtain a job-
coupon and as such have place in any genuine establishment
of learning. The student would be told that they are completely
free to study whatever they like and when they lihe- there
would be no exams or essays and no regular lecture courses. The
students would be reminded, however, that the so-called members
of staff have various specialisations and strong points , and
will be very willing to advise and help a student in pursuing
his researches, and willing to comment on any written work that
they might do at any ti e. Seninars night be arranged by students
on a voluntary, ‘ad-hoc' basis,and lectures might be given from
time to time by anyone who felt he had something to say of espec-
ial interest.

How would things then develop? Some students might spend all
their time talking to other students and members of staff (this
seems hardly likely, although there would be definitely more
talking than goes on at the moment) and if this is the case,
fair enough. There is a great deal to be gained by getting to
know other people and absorbing their insight and experience. It
seems unlikely that people would wish to spend more than a year
just talking, in which case they would either leave or spend
more time studying books than they had done in the first year.
There is no question that some very concentrated, productive and n
mature studying would take place. People would feel absolutely
free and able to do what suited they best at any particular time.
A lot of writing would be done. At the moment students probably
do very little writing outside of the compulsory essays — usually
done grudgingly and badly. In short, therefore,a great deal of
learning would take place; and there would be a real communication
between student and so-called nanbers of staff which appears to be.
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singularly lacking under the present system.
Let us disniss at this ;stagex the absurd opinion that before

one is mature and competent enoughx to pursue one's own researches
it is necessary to go through the rignarole of a ‘formal’ ground-
ing such as in a first degree. This is more or less an excuse by
authoritarians to keep students in thrall and postpone the day
when they can undertake their own researches. The validity of this
excuse is easily refuted. People like Colin Wilson and Arnold
Weaker were already doing advanced studying (certainly not in a
university) before they were eighteen. And people like Gerald.
Bienan and Michael Holroyd, without ever attending university,
have done academic work of the highest quality. As A S Neill says,
"All that any child needs is the three R's; the rest should be
tools and clay and sports and paint and freedom"

It might be argued that an A S Neill says approach applied to
university education would suit the liberal arts; but would it
be suitable for learning science? The main point to remember is
that science is, for the nest part, a practical discipline and,.
therefore is best learned at the places in which it is being ’
practically applied. this medicine would be learned in a hospital
and architecture and engineering would be learned on a building
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site and railways and in factories. Undert tne present systea a
lot of the science taught at first degree level is somewhat useles
Thus "the technology or science graduate enters industry only to
discover that everything he has been taught is years out of date"
and he has to be retrained all over again. when it comes to the
field if pure scientific research done in laboratories,miles
away from anywhere, scientists know as well as everybody ought
to know, that complete freedom and autonomy are essential. Can you
imagine an Einstein orya Rutherford being told what to do?

Once we have realised that schools and universities hinder the
process of real learning, and tyrranise the student, we also
realise that at the present moment learning is by no means their
sole raison d'etre. One becomes aware of the insidious objectives
of conditioning students to be servile and to provide the nan-

fl

power necessary to perpetuate a society run on the basis of tyranny
and exploitation. It is, for the most part, these functions that
have prompted the recent student unrest throughout Europe and r
America. So far, our attention at Hull has been focussed mainly
upon examinations and the scheme of democratic decision making.
It is_tine that we expanded our critique to include criticisms
of the whole concept of degrees, preordained courses, curricula
and the idea that a university is soaewhere special and sacrosanct
Qurely any place of learning has a complete right to style itself
a university? ,
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Bulletin of LEED§ Information Point, anything tackled, info one
what's on-clubs-communes-flats-jobs-mags, crash pads etc- LIP gas
grown out of QET London and has merged with 'Alices Restaurant‘ an
information sheet already in existence in Leeds. L§P,is,federated
to other information services in 3ritain and relies on information
from you to exist. b
LIP temporarily resides at the Bookshop, University annexe, £53
Woodhouse Lane,_leeds2 Yorke from 11.00am to 6.00pm, Monday to
Friday, Saturday.  _

._._lP1"<> erased. ta.?e___1=es
After *
After three.months of exist nce with very little income to cover
initial expences and limited by the lack of publicity we have
accumulated a sizablé‘file of contacts both inLeeds and elsewhere

'~

We have benefit concerts lined up, a barister for free legal advis
who we will contactffor you, a working relationship with Leeds
claimint's union, the Concil of Community Relations with oppertuni
-ties for translation and interpreters into immigrant languages.
We must emphasis the WE as there is no formal leadership or
bureaucracy.We aint managers and morkers, ‘cos weare both at once
hence neither. WE DEFEND ON YOUR FEEDBACK!

, .

COPIES CF Y-~_ INFORMATION BUQLETIH AVAILABLE FROh L.S.S. BOOLSTALLr~*iskgo U)
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Welare active int theanarchist Federation of Britain but we
recognise the libertarian nature and/or possibilities of groups
such as Solidarity, Socialist Current, sections of International
Socialism, the IL}, and various other groups.

Me believe that a Libertarian Federation containing all these,
acting and interacting together, could be very fruitful. This is
our longterm aim,

Our immediate task is to establish the means of joint discussio 
and work. He are producing an agitational paper under the control
of its producers, writers and sellers. At present it is brought
out monthly, '

- 'we,ash:people who agree with our outline to contact us and
help to work for a founding conference. The anisational ideas we
proposed in C.R.A. Ho l. Towards a History and Critique of the

‘Anarchist hove ent in Recent Times are the starting point for

:1 ?DQ

discussion the natures of the organisation.Oti

We also ash those interested in the paper as suggested to send
us articles and he.p with its launching whether they agree with
our other proposals or not.

aVal hops Flog 5.3.5. noonsia Ls-
C.R.a. No. l 5p

C.R.A. Ho 2 Theory and Fraxis i" anarchist Crganisation Bp
C.R.A. No. The Bonbthrowers - = Study of Terrorism 10p
C.R.A. No. 2 Neither Jashington nor Hanoi but Libertarian Socialism
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The purpose of this article is not to give an exha _ _ _F ' r‘ “etween universityes 1

JN1‘./E»l“<51T
O _>/J T R! CKK: --\"-~\

ustive aco-

either of the nature cg the rdlatl-flSu-P t
general and society, nor can it intical -+. . _- 1... T

-4 e gqything but the broa-

outlines of the nature of Hull Un1'ersl¢y. d0WeV@T¢eviderce to reveal L
hope that enoueh will be said and ,iven as - ~ »E’ G, hope that this will Sabout British universities. Moreover, w- o- ~ ti '"tQ the various aspects that we
ulate more research by o hers 1n I r s ,~ ‘ ' d in relation boi
mention and others which we have no. mentions 1
to the situation here at Hull and at other universities.

Perha s it will be as well to stahn some of our
assumptions.

» P
We believe that they can be generalised as follows; the '?un°tT of efiuoation) is t0 Prov
of universities (and all institutions -1- T » r V the studert
a particular product for a particular earhet . re i *
are the cwommodity which is being proceig‘-59¢ and Pa»°i’7-aged 5° flee
quite explicit needs of industrial capitalism. From the nivfig
we shall be pushed out into the market‘fi0 Bell °Vr lab°ur PO

in the middle and upper levels of industfT% *

iThe University, for the vast majority q?'i$5 membeisv has n‘
m as a

other role. At the national level the'UaDflBrBitY 9Y5 §s
whole fits neatly into the slot ascribed't1 it bY 5°°1etY'-At

. - ' 11 sud firm liars wii
local level this university has quite c oss I» * t t
E. Yorkshire-based industry. Internally, it resembles a facto|
The point is that it is you and I who are tnJY@1l1fi€ Q°Wn thee of these facts
assembly line. This article hopes to show so;
more detail below. Enough. The reader must d11VW'hi9 °Wn.°°n°l

"3, " YT r‘\""" 1; [(1 r"\'E"\r"* '*J"""|'"\-r_$-1i -rlq--\'§;Ir'*:*i\":l*fIe3iU%eYERe}Tiieil»e~"<ii!-a_a_a:ai
Before we begin this section, we should again e1¥‘~P1'1E15i-‘-“*3 the
limited nature of our knowledge which has resulflwd-from lackft ,Qn]J'linited re
time and also poor facilities. However a er
it has b8CO;G clear that a number of conpanies ar?*¢1°5@1Y ti
to the university; Rechitts and Colman (Holdings) l$d- belng
the principal culprit here.

Perhaps the most powerful institution of Hull UniVeTSitY i‘
council. Council, according to the Charter of Incorporation '
‘the governing body and the executive of the Univer3itY and *
have the custody..l. management and administration if the Wh'
revenue and property of the University and the roudtfit Of sl
affairs of the University.‘

Of the members of council a numerically strong group i5 made
of owners of large amounts of property - mainly industrialisl
but also descendants of the aristocracy. The compwsition of T
Council in terns of the interests of its members pan be oate;
as follows:

6 academics
ll representatives of local councils
7 administrators
a number of others
9 industrialists

This is not a comprehensive breakdown, we are unable to ascen 1.‘ ,6

the reasons why some members of council have been chosen as
Also, there is some overlapping i.e. some of the local autho
members are also businessmen.

Merely the numerical strength
O +t the industrials, while str'

in its large size, does not fully indicate their probable i 
a number of other factors should be considered. The industr'
are fairly active and are found on many of the sub—committe=
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Council. Thus, for example, W.B. Hall (director of three companies

including Priestman Brothers who own seven subsidiary companies)
is to be fuond on the Finance, Wages and salaries, maintenance,
and building committees of Council (coincidenally, theseare the
committees most concerned with financial natters) Similarly with
B. N. Kechitt and Colonel J. 5. Upton (bothpast chairmen ands
directors of Reckitt and Colman (Holdings) Ltd. - about which
we shall have nore to say later) these two are both on the
finance, and Building sub-committees.

But not only are the industrialists: active men, they are also
to be found in some of the most important and influential offices
of the council; of the three officers of council - Chairman,

Treasures and Secretary - two are occupied by the industrialists.
E. I. Loten is chairman and L. H. Downs is Treasurer (concerned
with accounting for the £15 million shown on the University's
1969-70 balance sheet ). Both Downs and Loten are past Presidents
of the Hull Chamber of Commerce and Shipping - the institution
t which represent the interests of local employers. _

The nature of the role of Rechitts and Colnans (Holdings) Ltd. is"
one which requires special analysis. Here are some facts:

a) Three members of the single most important institution of
the university - Council are all past chairmen or directors of
that Company: B. N. Rechitt, Colonel J. B. Upton, and Colonel
R. J. L. Jackson,

b) Rechitt and Colman (Holdings) Ltd. owns 1&0 subsidiary
companies (give or take one or two ). It had a turnover of
s156,8o0,00o in 1970-71, and profits of nearly £18 million.
Included in this empire are companies in 38 different countries.
Perhaps not surprisingly, this includes in th companies in S. Africa
Rhodesia and Greece, for in such countries there is a subdued labour
force thus permitting cheap costs and therefore high profits per n
worker which amounted, for the whole complex, to over £680 per
worker in the year l970-71.

c) The chairmen and directors of Reckitt and Colman are clearly
powerful and influential (immoral?) men both in the outside world
and within this instituion. Since we have no inside knowledge
of the workings of Council we do not know precisely how powerful
they are, but perhaps the following nay give sone indication:
l) the University has, we have very good reason to believe, a
sum of money not unadjacent to £1,700,000 invested in Rechitts
and Colman.
2) In the recent S. E. Asian studies sit-in it was noticed that
Reckitts and Colman had tanen considerable interest in the
department - it had distributed prizes to students, and it was
also claimed that the company was offering scholarships and jobs
to students. when the students requested that the prizes be discon-
tinued on the grounds that they did not want money which had been
obtained from a company with investments tnx in S. Africa, they in
formed the Head of Department, the Bean of the faculty and the
Vice-Chancellor. All three appeared to be very reticent on the
matter with the result that the issue was never really dicussed
at all. The silence by the staff puzzled the students at the tine
Perhaps it is clearer in the light of the above facts.

We live in a world where the ownership of large agounts of property
is the hey determinant of social and economic power. The share-
holders and landlords have great influence over the lives of the
property-less - they buy and sell our labour as they wish, they
determine prices, and regulate our living conditions. Universities
are not islands of independence in this situation but are subject
to similar pressures as the rest. Perhaps it is not surprising
that the ‘lords of labour‘ should wish to oversee the workings
of the universities.

What is more surprisi g is that academics are prepared to accept
this situation without a murmur. If the claims of integrity and the
'pursuit of the truth‘ are not hollow then surely such elements  
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packaging us for the narket. It is striking, incidentally, that
the system of conyinuous assessment, frequently seen by many
students as progressive, is merely an alternative nethod of
categorising and defining us. In fact '" many ways continual
assessment ensures that students are n cted more closely than
ever to the university's influence. - ts who have all their
exams in the third year are able to minimise the time they Spefid
on their courses at least in the first two years. In contrast,
continuous assessment ensures that students are subject to the
university's intellectual discipline from their first essay -
often in the second tern of the first year.

m -ac:EsH -Qcfb(L3C..|. -E30

How far the analogy of the university as a factory can be taken is
a question open to great debate. Students are largely free to
organise their tine as they feel necessary, and there is general
freedom in many areas of academic life. But this independence
exists to a lesser degree than is often claimed. This fact can be
demonstrated by the following set of statistics taken from a report
on the Hull University Health Centre for l970:-

as '.

I

Ho. taking finals % of finalists who
experienced ‘stress’

Men 635 10.5%

Women 342 20.2%

'5tress' is a generic tern used by the Health Centre to describe a
variety of ailments - boils, tonsilitis, etc - which are more or 1
less directly attributable to nervous tension induced by the
impending examinations. A nuxber of other interesting facts cone
to light in this report; in all but three cases those who were
suffering stress were required to take their exams despite their
illness, moreover, 73 students whose was considered sufficiently
severe to be given a bed in the Health Centre were required to take
their exams and some even had to tahe their exam standing because
their ailment prevented then from sitting! Not surprisingly, the
report notes that "A large proportion of those we have treated
have attained poor degree results." It need hardly be noted that
these statistics tend (as do asst statistics) to conceal the
meaning which they ought to convey because they negate individuality
i.e. figures cannot convey the anguish, sleepless nights, neuroses
etc experienced by most students - whose future rests on a three
hour section of their life.

A very good argunent can be made out to show that the university
is, in many Ways, a dehunanised institution. It is certainly not an
intellectual ‘community’ — a large number of staff regard lecturing
as their secondary role - the first being research and publication
on which their status and therefore advancement depends. Thus the
lecture theatre is frequently the only point of contact between at
staff and students. Typical of the staff-student dichotony is the
fact that the two groups have separate social and dining facilities
also the fact that students have n; power in decision-making while
the staff committee is a very influential unit at the departmental
level-

Students are, in fact, led to believe that they do have some power
in the running of and the decisions of their departments; through
the staff-student committees. However, experience has shown that the
achievnents of these bodies is negligible. This is partly because
those students who participate in no way represent the others in
their department, they solely represent themselves. But the principal
cause of failure is the fact that the staff and especially the
professor makes the final decisions, and obviously he is not going
to agree to dhange suggested by students that in some way challenges
his authority, that is, his position in the hierarchy.

1..r 2
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as the industrialists can only function to pervert such aims.
If this is accepted then in the first place we must demand that
the intrests of University councillors be clearly stated,and that
Councillors be clearly subjected to the University's intrests as
seen by the whole academic community ; and secondly ,we must demanD
that the workings of the upper echelons be made as public as.
possible so that it is clear how they operate and where the power
lies. But these can only be solved by a free UNiversity run by and
for its members, in a free society,
TI-iii‘. UlIIVE.EL£3 ITY I11 S UC IEIETEY . o

In a society where individuals are motivated, in the main, by
an acquisitive impulse, effeciency, profitability and utility
usually form the bases on which our judgements of gooda and bad ar
centred. In allocating funds to any social institution, societyc

can almost be seed calculating the profits and losses resulting
from the existflfice of that institution, and pressures are contin
-ually brought to bear requiring increased profitability. Thus it
is with universities, which are continually subjected to pressures.
and encroachments resulting in the increasingly clear definition
of their role within the sficio-economic system. There can be no
doubt that the principal aim of the university is to produce a spe
-cific commodity to meet the demands of the market place i.e. a
class whose labour is mainly of an intellectual*nature and which
fits.into the middle and upper managerial positions in society.
The universities may be seen as factories processing, grading
and packaging their human products.

Many instances of these processes can be found. In the
way, for example, that not only the university's but the whole _

educational system categorises individuals and then isolates each
category, preparing each for its different future role. Thus

universities usually form isolated territorial and social units,
with little interaction with other social groups. The campus at

\£:§

Hull is clearly divided off,by a line of bushes and barbed wire 1rOh
the College next door. Similarly,,the College students are limited
in the permitted use they may make of our massive library while
theirs is aonparitively tiny. University social and athletic facil
facilities which are considerable are limited for students while

town facilities are inadequate. These examples whi;e perhaps trivi
-al in themselves, are part of a pattern whereby the hierachical
divisions are first established in the education system and
subsequently transmitted into the wider econo ic strata.

Having isolated university students off, tie next task is to
prepare then for their future role. This process is not, incident-
ally, sanetF'< which lecturers, teachers or ‘the Establishment‘
simply sit ‘ and decide is their ‘social function‘. But,never-
theless, because the actors are not aware of the situation does
does not prove that the situation does not exist. Co sequently
one can say that the universities have certain objective functions,
though these functions (processing, grading etc) do not usex the
straightfoward methods used in, say, grading eggs (to state the
obvious). i s i i

Qt‘ O1-‘§{'3 »iW

Nevertheless, one can discern various pressures which operate in the
direction of enforcing intellectual confor;ity. The nest direct
pressure is the systeg of sanctions and rewards functioning via
the examination and assessment system. The student is rewarded, by
high grades, for wfrh which corresponds to the conceptual ; newcrk
within which the lecturers work. as Tolstoy has put it "his alent
for assinilating and expressi g clearly the thoughts of rthers
had brought his to the top - at school and univo sity where tuis
ability is highly prized." This state ent aay not be universally
true, but nest students have experienced such pressures - that
ideas wk‘ are xnx subversive, new, or even wnici too turer
disagrees wit: are discouraged.

"J "‘$
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Both exams and assessment essays are methods of grading students -
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things in relation to their
environment. All living taings 'ateract with each other and with
the eavircnrent. A dynamic equilibrium is established between

._)w+s 13
Qdifferent life

powerful techac
Q ma
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as, but now, ear, wita his great numbers and
ogy, has upset the»baiance. results couldHUe

be catastrophic. Ecelegy is the science which atte pts to predict
what these results will be.

Ecelcgists agree that life on tais planet is now facing a
crisis. Some ef.them predict that tae polluticn_of tae eaviroamen
and the exploitation of natural reseurces, caused by ever-populat-
ion, will result in major ecocatastrephes and pcssibly in the
extinction of cur own species age aaay ctaers as well. It is

D

I

e Sestimated that this will happ in tea te tweaty years ti e,
thus fulfilling the anciegt prephecies that the end of the world
will ccae.before the end c:w this ceatury.
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The function of k.E.E.E
1 to do research in ece 5m%
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aai futurelcgypaaé tjus try to
predict the future ceurse of events. .  

(2) to werh with ct er ceaservatisa aai aati-pellutic: grcups c
and to try to persuade pe;p e to ligit tae sise of their faH1l1€S
te {I5 O

3
 mere than two children.

(3) e-learn how to survive during an ecocatastrcphe and how to61"

begin the new age after it
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Authoritarian institutions are organised as pyraaids, libertarian
associations as networks. The state, the capitalist firm, the i
public corporation, the army the police the church - they are
all pyranidical hierarchies with the boss~nen at the top and the
broad base of dogsbodies spread out below. ?ower, authority, the
making of decisions, tbe status, and the h‘.? living, the people
who make things happen are all at the top. i people that things
happen to are at the botton. _ -  .
The anarchist conception is entirely different. It doesn't demand
the changing of tne labels on the layers of the cake, it doesn't
want different eople on top, ti doesn't want to overturn the
pyramid, it wan"~ us to ‘amber out from underneath. It advocates
a spread outnetwork of in iduals and groups taking their_own
decisions, controlling their own destiny. The anarchist theorists
the whole social organisation built upon such local groups: the
commune, or council, as the territorial nnucleus, the syndicate,
or workers council as the industrial one, federated together
not like the stones a pyramid, where ti biggest burden is
borne by the lowest layer, but like the llni a network, the‘
network of autonomous groups.
Anarchism as an individual attitude is a philosophy of personal
autonomy. As a social philosophy it is a theory of social autonomy,
In either aspect it is, as the word implies, a refutation of the
principle of authority. "No masters nigh or low" as tney used to say
in the last century. And the network of autonomous is not just
a blueprint for a free society, it is sooetbing people need today
if they are ever to seize control over their own lives, it is
sonething the anarc ist iovenent needs today if it is ever to become
socially effective. What is tbs best method of making anarchist
propaganda? Hot in tie backroons of the netropolis, where FREEQOn
AHD iNa1CaY are cooked up {tnougn the anarcnist press is an essential
raw material for the proyagandist) but locglly, on tie ground, on
the spot. How exactly do people beceqe infected with new ip=as? By
contact, by word of mouth, by exaiple, by acti n. These are things
which happen locally or not at all.
Individuals can acco;plisb a dreat deal. Tn i;p¢"": " of the
individual is a myth. Outstanding individu can aeconplish
wonders. But §OSt of us”are not outstanding individu and are
endowed with quite ordinary talents and potentialities. association
in groups with others in any sphere of life adds enorgously to the
potentialities of tne individual. A group's output, er its influence
provides an "increnent" over and above the sum of the capacities of
the individuals composing it. T
There are of course, in-groups and out~groups, the internal network
and the external network, and they eacn nave a ft* tion in tbe
life of a successful group. The external nnetwork -" a group is the
personal network of each individual member and when a group ease“ -
a need which cannot be satisfied by its ow; ge1bers' cipacities,
some aenber has in nis own network, some person or SC@@ c:ntact
which can be draw; upon to supply the lac k. the ad bee group
which springs up for some particular need is usually sinply -
regrouping of people fro; enicti g networks with an incre en drawn
from people attracted by the parti '1 I, ction of the ad boo
group. Tnis was certainly the experience ofCN3 }groups, ae
Committee of 100, and , nest dr;¢at_ lly, f tflG Spies r ;@QC@.
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"One lesson to be drawn from ies for Peace’ is tg advantage of
ad hoc organisation, conjng rap ~?y into being and _ necessary
disappearing with tne sane speed, abut leaving behind innumerable
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centres of activity, like ripples and eddies in a pond after a stone
has been thrown into it.
"Traditional politics (both ‘Revolutionary’ and 'refornist') are
based on a central dynamo, with a transmission belt leading outwards.
Capture of the dynano, or its conversion to other purposes, may
break the transoission entirely. ‘Spies for Peace‘ seems to have
operated on an entirely different basis. Messages were passed from
nouth to mouth alon; the route, documents fro; hand to band. One 
group passed a secret to a second, wnico then set about reprinting
it. A caravan became the source of a leaflet, a sbopping basket
a distribution centre. A l"ndred copies of a pamphlet are distributed
in the streets: some are sure to reach people who will reproduce
tnen.
"Contacts are built on a face to face basis. One knows the personal
limitations of one's coorades. X is an expert at steering a
meeting tnruugn procedural shoals, but cannot wor" a duplicator.
Y can use a small printing press, but is unable to write a leaflet.
Z can express himself in public, but cannot sell pamphlets. Every
task elects its own *""ters, and their is no re for an elaborate
show of bands. Seefiers of personal power and glory get little
tnrill from the anonyloosly and skilfully illegal. The respect
of prison breeds out tne leader coupler. Every member =2 a group
nay be called upon to undertake gey tasks. and all-ro1i talent is
developed in all. The development of small groups for mutual aid
could fora a basis for an effective resistance movement.
"There are inportant conclusions. devolution does not need conveyor
belt organisation. It needs hundreds, tnousands, and finally millions
of people meeting in groups with inforral contacts with each other.
It needs gass consciousness. If one group takes an initiative that
is valuable, others will ta e it up. The netbods rust be tailored
to the society we live in. The FQN could use armed warfare, for it
had hills and tnicflets to retreat into. Us are faced by tne over-
wbelaing pnysical force ofpa state better organised and better
arned tnan at any time * its bistory. We must react accordingly.
The many internal contradictions of the State u t be skilfully
exploited. The Dusseldorf authorities were ciugn in their own
regulation, when the disar;ers refused to fasten their safety belts.
M15 cannot conceive of subversion that is not masterminded by a
sinister Connunist -g 1 it is incapable of dealing with a novenent
where no-one takes orders from anyone else. Through action,
autonony and revolutionary initiative will be developed still further
To cope with our activities the apparatus of repression will become
even more centralised and even pore bureaucratic. This will enhance
our opportunities rather than lessen tbsp."
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Groups spring up ias like spring flowers in colleges and univer-
sities. Ycu have only to c;ll yourself an anarchist in many a
seat of learning and soge nut comes rallying round. But what -
the student anarchists do? dell, very often tney invite a series of
mini-big-noises free the anarchist movement to cone agd talk to tbem
and on suc; occasions a e ~i tire is nad by ill. Iut is this the
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::\> (Dway such a group snoul; vnduct itself? In *~ first place, way bring
in speakers when you ought to be developing your own abilities
in the techniques of effective speaking? You will probably find you
can do it better yourself. In the second place, if we assume that
universities are really connunities scholars shouldn't we expect
anarchist students to be doing the *— anarchist thinking that we
talk about but seldom get around to Paul Goodnan, in his new book
‘Like a Conquered Province’ renarks: y
" The operative idea in participatory democracy is decntralising
in order to multiply the nugber who are responsible , who initiate
and decide. Is this idea viable?
"In principle, there are two opposite ways of decentralising: either
by dividing overcentralisedg organisations wnere it can be shown
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and hunan costs - or at least not too inefficient; or by creating
new snali enterprises to fulfil needs that big organisations
neglect or only pretend to fu fil. Obviously the first of these,
to cut the present structures down to human size,is not in the
power of students; but it happens that it does require a vast anount
of enpirical research and academic analysis, to find if, where,
and how it is feasible. toI3 the current American style, there is
no such research and analysis, and on a hundred and fifty aanpuses

roblers in business andI have urged students to work on suO *3"-. P ' .i"..".2Y , "'

engineering, education and communications, science and municipal
administration. The students seem fascinated, hut I do not know
if they are coming across. (To say it wryly, there is an excellent
organisation called Students for a Deaocratic Society, but it is
not enough evident that they are students for a democratic society
Are there any anarchist students using the facilities offered by t
their universities to seek anarchist‘s solutions to one contempor-
ary problem?
Letter to editor: I have a suggestion as followszthat seminars

n be conducted by people interested and competent in social research
' and whose orientation is neither Establishgent nor Marxist. They
9 would be by invitation...Each one would be in with a carefully
' prepared paper which developed a revolutionary thesis (I do not

say necessarily anarchist}. That the proceedings of such se inars
should be published in panphlet form. How say you?

WELLUZSQER London, N.5.
Reply~
It is
for us, or that they should cousin
of anarchism. They could for >r*
own destiny as students.This i
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on for several years in America, and erupted,for example, in the
sit-in at the ;.S.E. "Direct action does work: the monolith can
be moved" declare the authors of the pamphlet on the successfui
struggle there.

Goodman's discussion of American student action continues,
"The opposite way of decentralising, by creating new enterprises,
better suits the student zeal for direct action, and they have
applied it with a lot of energy and some inventiveness. It has
been called parellel development. Typically students have set up
a dozen little iii ‘free universities‘ in or next to established
to teach in a more personal way and to deal with contemporary
subjects that are not yet standard... Some of these courses are
‘action sociology‘, like organising labour or community develop-

’ ment. Students have established a couple of neighfinurhood radio
' stations to broadcast local news and propaganda, and to give, - ._._ .

' poor people a chance to talk into a nicrophone.They have set up p
parallel community projects to combat the welfare bureacracy and E
channelise real needs and grievances." He mentioned that he was
hired last year by the Associated Students of San francisco State
College who use part of their income in student dues for"untrad-
itional purposes" including "organising a tenants‘ organisation
helping delinquents in a refornatory, running a tutorial programme

V for Negro and hexican children {with three hundred collegian
tutors), sponsoring a weekly television programme, running an
‘experimental college‘ with fifty offbeat courses, and hiring
their own professor."
Parallel organisations have of course a much wider relevance than
that of student life. A revolutionary worners‘ council is a parallel
organisation to management. It is contending for control. A shadow
cabinet is not a parallel organisation. It simply wants to change

1 ' L oe ‘I rr W 1 reanisation isthe political labeis. T‘_w
J3

&hiTChlSt paralle o O
contending for control om the bottom ‘t ‘s eropagating a
different style of uanaging human affairs. V

' Andrea Gaffi put it like this: "As long as today's problems are at
stated in terns of nass politics and ‘mass organisation‘, it is clear
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